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A perfect follow up to Dissension and I&apos;m already aching to know what&apos;s going to

happen next.Ã‚Â ~Voracious ReviewsÃ‚Â Honor or freedom. Mira can only choose one.Narrowly

escaping death at the hands of the Magistrate, and with the Iron Gate army close behind, Mira

travels west, toward the coast with three human fugitives, searching for the mythical land of

Sanctuary.Ã‚Â After encountering a pack of wolf shifters, headed by the charismatic-and

brazen-Stryker, Mira learns that Sanctuary is real after all.Ã‚Â Caldera Grove: home of the

Otherkin. Hidden in the mouth of a dormant volcano, it has protected its residents from humans

since the early days following the great cataclysm.Ã‚Â For Mira- a vampire-Caldera is a land of

peace; an escape from the relentless persecution of the humans who once enslaved her, and an

end to the daily struggle and bloodshed of being a gladiator.Ã‚Â For the humans accompanying

her, Caldera Grove means death. Trespassers are destroyed before they can penetrate its

borders.Ã‚Â Follow Stryker toward freedom and peace, or honor the humans who risked everything

to aid her escape, and stand and fight against the army of humans closing in on them?Ã‚Â A choice

must be made, and Mira alone will have to shoulder the consequences.Ã‚Â 
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WOWIn the second part of The Chronicles of the Uprising. We continue right where Dissension

leaves off with Mira, Lucian, Curtis and Sarah on the run and looking for Sanctuary. Mira always

believed Sanctuary to be a myth that is until she meets Stryker a wolf shifter, but is Sanctuary going

to be the safe harbor she is hoping for is it to good to be true. With a Battle brewing Mira must

convince the others that her human companions are not like the other humans from The Iron Gate

City. Mira a warrior vampire just wants peace and freedom must face a battle to prove that her kind

are not all as bloodthirsty savages the humans seem to believe. K.A. Salidas has done it again

created amazing characters and a world that you will love to explore. Her description is amazing

and will keep you glued as you watch Mira and her group of friends and allies travel through this

post apocalyptic world where the humans are are the ones to be feared and not the vampires. I

highly RECOMMEND this read to any and all Lovers OF VAMPIRES AND DYSTOPIANS. This is a

unique and awesome fast paced read.

Mira and her friends find Sanctuary but she must first travel with Stryker and seek the counsel and

find out if the humans like Curtis , Sarah and Lucian can come and be safe but the deal is so much

more in which goes against what Mira believes her friends will want and will not take their choice

away from them .. Stryker and his pack are along for awhile though Stryker and Mira must stay back

due to some fallen friends and to have the group part for a day then meet up but the deal has

changed due to the kindness of what the humans did for the pack and they all go to Sanctuary but

then have a confrontation but things are not always what they seem , to find out who is the fallen ..

did Mra's friends stay alive or are they the fallen .. or will the counsel listen to reason or will they be

ignorant and not realize they need to fight not be cowardice to find this and more buy , read and

review .. oh yeah some jealousy among two men vying for Mira to find out whom well you know

what you got to do buy , read and then review and stay turned to book three or buy the whole series

in the complete trilogy for 5.00 instead of 7.00

The one thing I want to say is if you read these books and don't learn a lesson you need to read it

again. Everyone has troubles and with this book you learn that sooner or later the trouble you are



hiding from will eventually find you no matter where you hide. Sometimes you have to seek help

from those you don't trust, but in the end you have to step out of your comfort zone to protect

everyone and not just yourself.Until Next Time......Tabi

Mira has finally escaped from the Iron Gates with her three helpers. Being a fighter is all she knows.

All she can think of doing is finding Sanctuary. They can find safety there, be free. But life is never

easy, and just when they meet up with a werewolf pack that may be protecting Sanctuary, the Iron

Gate have sent someone to find her. Not only does she have to fight again, but Sanctuary will not

accept humans. Can she win this fight, or will that be what she will always need to do. Mira has an

inner strength that makes people believe in her, makes allies of the people she meets. This just may

be the one thing that helps her survive to enjoy her freedom. Looking forward to book three.

I read book one, Dissension, almost two years ago. While I'd liked the first novella it ended

abruptly--this read more like an installment serial than a true novella. I was disappointed in the price

of book 2, which is only advertised as 100 pages, so I decided to stop the serial. I finally managed to

pick book 2 up for 1.99, which is more than I like for a hundred pages, but it was a dollar off the old

price, so I thought I'd give this one another try as I liked the storyline.As before, I loved the plot- the

author has a nice fluid writing style, unfortunately this was another episode (which I knew before

purchase), and it ended at 63 percent-- the rest was filler and marketing for the author's other

books. This gets five stars as a well-written serial installment. It loses this reader, who expects more

for their dollar-- in this case, I didn't even get the 100 pages I expected for my two bucks.NOTE:

Great writer, but over-priced and the blurb should clearly state this is a serial in installments so the

reader can weight the cost of the whole series versus the 60 readable pages offered each time.

This continues with the same energy as the first book. I had to know what was going to happen.

Another great read!

Good read

Damn, that woman is a 1 person killing machine. Do not piss her off. Now, though, what's with the

handsome wolf shifter. Kinda felt a little sexual tension there...hmmm
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